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ln Tomas O'Crohan's famous autobiography The lslondmon, arguably the most read book in
the Gaelic lrish language in the twentieth century, as it was a mainstay in the lrish language
curriculum in schools in the lrish Republic, a factual history of the rough conditions of the
primitive life on the Basket lslands off the coast of County Kerry is realistically portrayed.
There is little pathos and no romance is offered; the death of many fisherman and young

children are presented as a matter-of-fact, and that creates all the more power of its
description. Like so many others in lreland, Flann O'Brien was always in search of lrish life to
satirize so The lslondmon became one of his targets resulting inThe Poor Mouth, also written
in lrish. working with English translations for her bc. Thesis, Ms. Rossmullerova has decided
to review and analyze the two works. she is fully aware that by not working with the original
lrish text, she will be missing an important portion of O'Brien's satire.
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Since neither books have been available in Czech and are rarely read outside of lreland, Ms.

Rossmiillerova appropriately summarizes the two works before diving deeper into a

comparative analysis, focusing accordingly on O'Brien's satire. Perhaps the only weakness I

see in her thoughtful comparison is a more penetrating approach to the characters

themselves rather than the environment they find themselves living under; I understand the
characters behaving in terms beyond mere survival, and the motivational factors of
characters in The Poor Mouth might be analysed, for example, than mere an echo of the
innocuous dancing in The lslondmon and the festive behaviour leading to death. lndeed, the
fact that death is also repeatedly satirized by O'Brien creates a strong sense of "black
humor" worthy of greater attention than this thesis gives.

NOTE:

Please forgive my late submission of this evaluation: I tested positive for Covid (along with
my son Daniel), thus greatly delaying our return from summer holidays in USA.

Pr6ce splriuje zdkladni poiadavky kladen6 na tento typ praci, a proto ji doporuiuji k istni
obhajob6.

Navrhovand zn5mka: v'l'born6

Otdzkv k obhaiob6:

1. Besides the aforementioned dancing episodes evident in both books, where else in

the O'Brien novel rlo you see such black humor evident whereby, for example, death
is even laughed at.
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2. Do you think O'Brien is satirizing only O'Crohan or also the primitive life as depicted
in, for example, The Ployboy of the Western World by John Millington Synge or of the
idealized peasant life as culture politics pushed by nationalist politicians such as De

Valera? Can you cite any of O'Brien's satire which is not specifically directed at
O'Crohan's autobiography?


